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Abstract—We investigate the problem of designing pairs( ) of words
with the property that, if each word of a coded message is prefixed by and
suffixed by , the resulting set of coded messages is error detecting with
finite delay. We consider (combinatorial) channels permitting any combi-
nation of the substitution, insertion, and deletion (SID) error types, and
address the cases of both scattered and burst errors. A pair( ) with
the above property is evaluated in terms of three parameters: redundancy,
delay of decoding, and frequency of the detectable errors. In the case of SID
channels with burst errors, we provide a complete and explicit character-
ization of their error-detecting pairs ( ), which involves the period of
the word .

Index Terms—Burst errors, decoding delay, deletion, error detection,
insertion, period of word.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC NOTATION

We investigate the problem of designing pairs(p; s) of words, called
separators, with the property that, if each word of a coded message
is prefixed byp and suffixed bys, the resulting coded language (set
of coded messages) iserror detecting with finite delay. We consider
(combinatorial) channels allowing any combination of the substitution,
insertion, and deletion (SID) error types. Such channels were used by
Levenshtein in [1], where the method of separators was discussed for
correcting scatteredSID errors in coded messages. This method was
first considered by Sellers Jr. [2] for a certain SID channel and, more
recently, by Ferreiraet al. [3]. In the present correspondence, we use
the termuniform error-detectorfor a pair(p; s) of words satisfying
the above property, and we consider the cases of bothscatteredand
bursterrors. In either case, a uniform error-detector(p; s) is evaluated
in terms of three parameters: the redundancyjpj + jsj, the delay of
decoding, and the frequency of the detectable errors. In the case of
burst SID errors, we provide a complete and explicit characterization
of all the uniform error-detectors(p; s), which involves the period of
the wordsp [4], [5].

A. Notation About Alphabet, Words, and Coded Languages

We assume an alphabetX containing at least the two symbols0
and1. A word, or message, is any string of symbols fromX including
the empty word�. For a wordw, we denote byjwj the length ofw. For
example,j11001j = 5. If i = 1; . . . ; jwj, thenw[i] denotes theith
symbol ofw and, forj = i; . . . ; jwj, the notationw[i � � � j] represents
the wordw[i]w[i+ 1] � � �w[j]. If j < i, we agree thatw[i � � � j] = �.
For two wordsw1 andw2 the wordw1w2 is the concatenation ofw1
andw2. For a wordw and a nonnegative integern,wn denotes the word
that consists ofn concatenated copies ofw. A wordp is aprefixofw if
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w = ps, for some words. In this case,s is asuffixofw. If p 6= w, thenp
is called a proper prefix ofw. Similarly, the suffixs is proper ifs 6= w.
A word v is afactorof w if w can be written asxvy for some wordsx
andy. The set of all words is denoted byX� and the set of all nonempty
words byX+. Every subset ofX� is called alanguage. If u; v are
words andL is a language, thenuLv is the languagefuwv j w 2 Lg.
If F is a finite and nonempty language, then`F denotes the maximum
length of the words inF . For two languagesL andL0,LL0 denotes the
languagefww0 j w 2 L; w0 2 L0g. If n is a nonnegative integer, then
Ln is the languagefw1 � � �wn j w1; . . . ; wn 2 Lg, with L0 = f�g.
Moreover,L� = 1

i=0
Li.

A nonempty languageC is called auniquely decodable codeor
simply acodeif, for all positive integersm andn and for all words

v1; . . . ; vn; u1; . . . ; um 2 C

the equation

v1v2 � � � vn = u1u2 � � �um

impliesm = n andui = vi for everyi = 1; . . . ; n. In this corre-
spondence, we assume that every code contains at least two words. If
all the words of a languageC have the same length, thenC is a code
and is called auniform code.A language of the formC�, whereC is a
code, is called acoded language.

B. Structure of the Correspondence

This correspondence is organized as follows. In Section II, we give
the basic terminology about (combinatorial) channels and error detec-
tion, and we define SID error types, error specifications, and the partic-
ular class of SID channels that permitbursterrors. Moreover, we obtain
a few technical results pertaining to these concepts. In Section III, we
define the method of uniform error-detector pairs, discuss the criteria
for choosing good pairs, and provide a necessary condition on the struc-
ture of such pairs. In Section IV, we focus on channels with burst errors
and identify all uniform error-detectors for such channels, including all
the optimal ones. In Section V, we consider channels with scattered er-
rors and obtain a set of uniform error-detectors that work for any SID
error type. Then, for certain error types, we identify uniform error-de-
tectors with smaller redundancy at the cost of restricting to messages
over the binary alphabet. Finally, Section VI contains a few concluding
remarks.

II. (COMBINATORIAL ) CHANNELS AND ERRORDETECTION

A. Channels, Error Types, and Error Specifications

A (combinatorial) channel(over the alphabetX) is a binary relation
 � X� � X�. For the elements of the channel we prefer to write
(z  w) as opposed to(z; w). Then,(z  w) 2  means that the
message (word)z can be received fromw through the channel. Note
that, in general, the channel is noisy, meaning that, for(z  w) 2 ,
it is possible thatz 6= w; that is,z is received fromw with errors.

In this work, we consider channels that permit combinations of the
threebasic error types: substitution, insertion, and deletion, denoted by
the symbols�, �, and�, respectively. Theset of error typesis

f�; �; �; (� � �); (� � �); (�� �); (� � � � �)g

where the symbol� is a logic connective and is used to indicate which
combination of the basic error types is permitted. The error types� and
� are calledsynchronizationerror types. Each error type� can be used
to define a distance functionD� . In particular,D� is the Hamming
distance and, for� 2 f(� � �); (� � � � �)g, D� is the Levenshtein
distance for errors of type� [6].
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Definition 1: An error specificationis an expression of the form
mxxx� such thatm is a nonnegative integer,� is an error type, and
xxx is one of the symbolsbbb andsss indicating the termsburst andscat-
tered, respectively. For an error specificationmxxx� we shall assume that
m > 0, unless stated otherwise.

Intuitively, the expressionmxxx� specifies possible changes (errors)
that one can make in a word to obtain another word. For example, the
expression3bbb� specifies a size3 burst of deletion errors and the expres-
sion 4sss(� � �) specifies four scattered insertion and deletion errors.
More specifically, letx andy be two words. We say thaty obtains
from x usingmsss� , if it is possible to transformx to y using exactly
m (scattered) errors of type� . We say thaty obtains fromx using
at mostmsss� , if y obtains fromx usingksss� , for some integerk with
0 � k � m. We say thaty obtains fromx using (at most)mbbb� , if there
are wordsp; s; u; u0 such thatjuj � m, x = pus, y = pu0s, andu0

obtains fromu using at mostmsss� . For example, the word111111 ob-
tains from0111110 using2sss(� � �), and the word00010100 obtains
from 0011100 using2bbb(� � �).

For an error type� and two integersm and`, with 1 � m < `,
the expression�sss(m; `) denotes anSID channel with scattered errors.
Specifically,(z  w) is in the channel if it is possible to obtainz
from w using errors of type� such that no more thanm errors can
be used in any factor of length̀(or less) ofw. We note that channels
�sss(m; `) with � 2 f�; �; (� � �); (� � � � �)g are considered in
[1] in the context of error-correcting codes for such channels. As an
example, consider the channel(� � �)sss(2; 5) that permits a total of
up to two substitutions and deletions in any factor of length5 of the
message. As101000 obtains fromw = 0000000 by deletingw[7] and
substitutingw[3] with 1 andw[1] with 1, it follows that(101000  
w) 2 (���)sss(2; 5). On the other hand, to obtain101001 fromw using
errors of type(� � �), one symbol ofw must be deleted and three of
its symbols must be substituted. But it is not possible to choose four
such symbols, unless three of them occur in a factor ofw of length5.
Hence,(101001 w) is not in the channel(� � �)sss(2; 5).

B. Channels With Burst Errors

Let m be a positive integer. A setB of m-burst errorsis a set that
consists of pairs(u0  u) such thatjuj � m. Of particular interest
are the SID sets ofm-burst errors: For any error type� , define

Bm(�) = f(u0  u) j juj � m andu0 obtains fromu using

at mostmbbb�g:

Given a setB of m-burst errors and an integer` > m, we define the
channel`[B] as follows:(z  w) is in`[B] if and only if there is an
integern � 0 and wordsx0; . . . ; xn, u1; . . . ; un, u0

1; . . . ; u
0

n such
that

• w = x0u1x1 � � � unxn andz = x0u
0

1x1 � � �u
0

nxn;
• for all i = 1; . . . ; n � 1, jxij � ` � 1;
• (u0

i  ui) is inB andu0

i 6= ui, for all i = 1; . . . ; n.
Informally, the above conditions mean that ifz obtains fromw through
`[B] then, inw, there are zero or more bursts of errors each of sizem

(or less) such that there is at most one burst (or part of a burst) in any
` consecutive symbols ofw. In caseB = Bm(�), we call the channel
`[Bm(� )] anSID channel with burst errorsand we shall use the no-
tation�bbb(m; `) instead of`[Bm(� )] which is consistent with the no-
tation we use for SID channels with scattered errors. For example, let
w = 02110711081 and letz = 0210007008010. Then(z  w) is in
the channel(� � � � �)bbb(2; 8).

C. Error Detection With Finite Delay

Let be a channel. A languageL is callederror detecting for when
the following condition is satisfied: Assuming only words inL [ f�g

are sent into, if a wordy is received through andy is inL[f�g then
y must be correct; that is, equal to the transmitted word. This condition
can be written more formally as follows [7]:

For all wordsx 2 L [ f�g andy 2 X�

;

if (y  x) 2  andy 2 L [ f�g, theny = x:

Note that the above condition ensures that a nonempty word ofL cannot
be received from the empty word, and the empty word cannot be re-
ceived from a nonempty word ofL. The task of verifying that a lan-
guage is error detecting could require some effort even for apparently
simple languages and channels. We invite the reader to show that, for
K = f1011; 1101g, the coded languageK� is error detecting for the
SID channel�bbb(1; 4) that allows up to one deletion in any four con-
secutive symbols of a message.

Although error detection is a basic property of a communications
language, the process of decoding a word of such a language might
require unbounded memory. This is because, in general, the decoder
needs to see the entire message in order to decide whether it is cor-
rect. For coded languages, however, it is possible to define the concept
of error detection with finite delay as follows. If a codewordv is ob-
served at the beginning of the received message, thenv is correct—that
is, equal to the first codeword of the transmitted message—provided
that there are at leastd codewords followingv in the received message.
Moreover, oncev is decoded, the rest of the received message can be
decoded in the same way. The numberd is the delay of decoding. In
case the received message does not begin with1 + d codewords, an
error is detected and what follows depends on the communication pro-
tocol—usually involving retransmission techniques. More formally, for
a channel and a nonnegative integerd, we say that thecoded language
C� is error detecting for with delayd, when the following condition
is satisfied for allv 2 C, z 2 CdX�, andw 2 C�:

if (vz  w) 2 , thenw = vu and(z  u) 2  for someu 2 C�

:

For any reasonable channel—an SID channel, for instance—ifC�

satisfies the above condition thenC� is indeed error detecting for [7].
Moreover, ifC� satisfies the above then the codeC has finite decoding
(deciphering) delay at mostd (in the sense of [8]).

Example 1: Consider again the codeK = f1101; 1011g and re-
call that the languageK� is error detecting for�bbb(1; 4). However,K�

is not error detecting for that channel with any finite delay. Indeed, as-
sume thatK� is error detecting with delayd, for some nonnegative
integerd, and consider the wordsw = (1101)d+2, v = 1011, and
z = (1011)d101. By deleting the first1 of w we have that(vz  w)
is in the channel which implies thatw must start with the codewordv;
a contradiction.

Example 2: Consider the codeC = f001; 011g and the channel
�bbb(1; 4). Then,C� is error detecting for�bbb(1; 4) with delay0. Indeed,
supposev 2 C, z 2 X�, andw 2 C� such that(vz  w) is in
�bbb(1; 4). Note thatw must start with a codeword of the form0b1 for
some alphabet symbolb. Then,w = 0b1u for someu 2 C�. Suppose
that0b1 results in some wordz1 andu results in some wordz2 such
thatvz = z1z2. If there is a deletion in0b1, thenjvj = jz1j + 1 and
there can be no error on the symbolu[1] that follows0b1. Asu[1] = 0,
we have thatv = z10, which contradicts the assumptionv 2 C. Thus,
there can be no deletion in01b, which implies thatv = z1 = 0b1
andz2 = z and, therefore,(z  u) 2 �bbb(1; 4). The codeC allows
for the correct decoding of messages inC� without delay as long as
no error occurs. For example, suppose that the concatenation of code-
words001; 011; 001; 001; . . . is transmitted and a deletion occurs in
the third codeword,001, so that we receive001011010 � � �. Then, the
codewords001 and011 can be decoded correctly and an error is de-
tected when010 is observed.
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D. Some Technical Results

We close this section with a few technical results concerning error
specifications and SID channels, which are needed in the sequel. The
proofs can be found in the Appendix.

Lemma 1: Letmxxx� be an error specification, other thanmsss(�� �)
andmsss(� � � � �), containing at least two different error types and
let v andv0 be two words of the same length. Then,v0 obtains fromv
using at mostmxxx� if and only if v0 obtains fromv using at mostmxxx�.

Lemma 2: Letmxxx� be an error specification and letp; v; v0; s be
words such thatv andv0 are of the same length. Then,pv0s obtains
from pvs using at mostmxxx� if and only if v0 obtains fromv using at
mostmxxx� .

Next we establish certain relationships between sets of the form
Bm(�) involving different error types.

Lemma 3: Letm be a positive integer and letu andu0 be two words
such thatjuj � m andu0 obtains fromu using at mostmsss(�� �� �).

1) If ju0j � juj, thenu0 obtains fromu using at mostmsss(� � �).

2) If ju0j > juj, thenu0 obtains fromu using at mostmaxf1; 2m�
2gsss(� � �).

3) If the alphabetX is binary andju0j = juj + 1, thenu0 obtains
from u using at mostmsss(� � �).

Proposition 1: For all integersm � 2

Bm(� � �� �) � Bm(� � �) [B2m�2(� � �):

Proof: The claim follows easily from the previous lemma.

A natural question that arises is whether Proposition 1 can be
strengthened by replacingB2m�2(� � �) with Bm(� � �). It turns
out that this is possible only whenm < 5.

Proposition 2: Consider the alphabetX and a positive integerm.
Then,Bm(� � � � �) = Bm(� � �) [ Bm(� � �) if and only if
m 2 f1; 2g, orm 2 f3; 4g andX = f0; 1g.

The above considerations motivate us to define a new type of SID
channels with burst errors as follows. For two error types�1 and�2, let
(�1 _ �2)bbb(m; `) be the channel`[Bm(�1) [ Bm(�2)]. Then, every
burst of errors in a transmitted message is of typembbb�1 or mbbb�2. By
Proposition 2, it follows that, forX = f0; 1g andm < 5, the channel
((���)_(���))bbb(m; `) coincides with the channel(�����)bbb(m; `).

III. T HE METHOD OFSEPARATORS FORDETECTING SID ERRORS

In [1], Levenshtein briefly discusses the method of separators for
correcting certain scattered SID errors in messages, with finite delay.
Loosely speaking, if a coded languageK� is error correcting for a
channel with finite delay then, for every received messagew, it is
possible to determine the first codeword of the original message by
looking only at a prefix ofw of bounded length. The method of sepa-
rators involves choosing an appropriate pair of words(p; s) such that
(pCs)� is error correcting for with finite delay, for any uniform code
C that is error correcting for. In this section, we use the above idea
to define a formal method for obtaining coded languages of the form
(pCs)� that are error detecting with finite delay for SID channels with
scattered errors or with burst errors.

Let m be a positive integer. The symbolUm denotes the class of
all uniform codes of length greater thanm. For an error specification
mxxx� , we writeUmxxx� for the class of all uniform codesC such that
C is error detecting for�xxx(m; `C)—recall,`C is the word length of
the codeC. By the definition of error detection and by Lemma 1, the
following obtains.

Lemma 4: Let mxxx� be an error specification.

• If � 2 f�; �g, thenUmxxx� = Um.

• If � =2 f�; �g andxxx = bbb, thenUmxxx� = Umbbb� .

• If � 2 f�; (� � �); (� � �)g andxxx = sss, thenUmxxx� = Umsss� .

It follows also that

Umsss(�����) � Umsss� � Umbbb� � Um:

Codes in the classesUmsss� andUmbbb� have been studied extensively—
see [9], for instance. On the other hand, at a first glance, it appears that
codes in the classesUmsss(�����) andUmsss(���) have not been consid-
ered in the past. By the results of [1], however, the following obtains.

Remark 1: Let � 2 f(�� �); (� � �� �)g and letm be a positive
integer. A uniform codeC is error correcting for�sss(m; `C) if and only
if it is error detecting for�sss(2m; `C).

The above follows when we note that i) a codeC is error correcting
for �sss(m; `C) if and only if D� (C) > 2m, and ii) a codeC is error
detecting for�sss(m; `C) if and only ifD�(C) > m. We also note that,
to our knowledge, only very few general construction methods exist for
codes that are error correcting for(�� �)sss(m; `C)—see, for instance,
[10]–[12].

Definition 2: Let mxxx� be an error specification. A pair of words
(p; s) is called auniform error-detector formxxx� (or simply anmxxx� -
detector) if there are two nonnegative integersd andt such that, for
every codeC in Umxxx� , the coded language(pCs)� is error detecting
for �xxx(m; `C + jpsj + t) with delayd. Then, we say that(p; s) has
redundancyjpj + jsj, delayd, and offsett.

For a given error specificationmxxx� , the design of a uniform
mxxx� -detector should consider the following criteria.

1) Low redundancy of the encodingC 7! pCs: This is achieved by
choosing a pair(p; s) with small redundancyjpj + jsj.

2) High frequency of the errors detectable by(pCs)�: This is
achieved by choosing a pair(p; s) with small offsett. Indeed,
anmxxx� -detector(p; s) with offsett ensures the detection ofm
errors of type� in any`C + jpsj+ t symbols of the transmitted
message. Thus, the smaller is the value oft the higher is the
ratiom=(`C + jpsj + t).

3) Small amount of memory for decoding words in(pCs)�: This is
achieved by choosing a pair(p; s) with small delayd.

Our primary criterion will be the optimization of the redundancy of
a uniform error-detector(p; s). With this constraint, we shall attempt
to define error-detectors with minimal delay and minimal offset.

The first result gives a necessary condition on the structure of uni-
form error-detectors that involves the notion of period of a word. A
positive integerk is calleda periodof a nonempty wordw, if w[i] =
w[k + i] for everyi 2 fj j 1 � j andj � jwj � kg—note that this
condition is vacuously true whenk � jwj and, in this case, the number
k is a period ofw. The smallestk satisfying this condition is calledthe
periodof the wordw and we denote it byper(w). It should be clear
that1 � per(w) � jwj. This concept is important in various domains
including pattern matching algorithms and game theory, [13], and word
combinatorics [4].

Lemma 5:

1) For any nonempty wordw there are wordsu; x; y such that
w = ux = yu andjxj = jyj = per(w).

2) For every nonempty wordsu1; x1; u2; x2 with ju1j = ju2j and
u1x1 = x2u2, if per(u1x1) > jx1j thenu1 6= u2.
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Proof: The statements follow easily if we note thatk is a period
of w if and only if, eitherk � jwj orw = xu = uy for someu 2 X+

andx; y 2 Xk.

Proposition 3: Let mxxx� be an error specification not in
fmxxx�; msss(� � � � �); msss(� � �)g. If a pair of words(p; s) is a
uniform error-detector formxxx� , thenper(sp) > m and, therefore,
the redundancy of(p; s) is greater thanm.

Proof: Assume(p; s) is a uniformmxxx� -detector and consider
first the case wherejspj > 0. Then,sp = ux = yu for some words
u; x; y with jxj = jyj = per(sp). Supposeper(sp) � m. We
shall obtain a contradiction by constructing a uniform codeC that
is error detecting for the channel�sss(m; `C) but the coded language
(pCs)� is not error detecting for�xxx(m; `C + jpsj + t) with finite
delay, for anyxxx 2 fbbb; sssg and for any nonnegative integert. Let
v = (1jxj0jxj)1+dm=(2jxj)e. Then, the wordsxv and vy are of the
same length and they differ in at leastm + 1 positions; therefore,
the codeC = fxv; vyg is error detecting for�sss(m; `C). Now
assume(pCs)� is error detecting for�xxx(m; `C + jpsj + t) with
delayd, for some nonnegative integerst andd. Let w be the word
(pxvs)d+3 = pxvyuxv(yuxv)d+1s if � contains�, or (pvys)d+2

otherwise. Consider also the word

z =
pxvuxv(yuxv)d+1s; if � contains�

pxvys(pvys)d+1; otherwise.

In the first case,z obtains fromw by deleting the wordy. In the second
case,z obtains fromw by inserting the wordx. Moreover, as the word
z can be written as

(pxvs)(pvys)(pvys)dpvs; if � contains�

pxvs(pxvs)dpxvys; otherwise

the assumption about(pCs)� implies thatpxvs = pvys which in turn
implies thatxv = vy; a contradiction.

Finally, consider the case wherejspj = 0. Define the codeC =
f0m1m; 1m0mg which is error detecting for the channel�sss(m; `C).
Then, depending on� , one can choose wordsy andu such that

0m1m(0m1m)dy  (1m0m)d+1u 2 �xxx(m; `C)

for any nonnegative integerd. Hence,C� is not error detecting for
�xxx(m; `C + t) with finite delay, for any offsett.

IV. THE CASE OFBURST ERRORS

In this section, we provide a detailed analysis on the structure of uni-
form error-detectors for SID channels with burst errors. The analysis
allows us to identify all such error-detectors, including all the ones that
are optimal in terms of redundancy, delay, and offset.

Proposition 4: Letmbbb� be a burst-error specification and let(p; s)
be a pair of words withjspj > 0. If per(sp) > m, then(p; s) is a
uniform error-detector formbbb� with offset1 and delay2. Moreover, if
p is empty then(p; s) has delay1.

Proof: Supposeper(sp) > m and letC be any code inUmbbb� .
We show that(pCs)� is error detecting for = �bbb(m; `C+ jspj+1)
with delay d 2 f1; 2g, whered = 1 if jpj = 0. For this, assume
(pv0s � � � pvdsy pw0spw1su)2 wherew0; w1; v0; . . . ; vd 2C;
y 2 X� and u 2 (pCs)�. We need to show thatv0 = w0 and
(pv1s � � � pvdsy  pw1su) 2 . If there are no errors inpw0s, then
we are done. So assume there is a burst(x0  x) 2 Bm(�), with
x 6= x0, that affectspw0s; that is, there are wordsz1; z2; z3; z03 with
jz1j < jpw0sj andjz2j � `C + jspj such thatpw0spw1su = z1xz2z3
andpv0s � � � pvdsy = z1x

0z2z
0
3 and(z03  z3) 2 . Obviously, this is

the only burst that affectspw0s. Letq = jx0j�jxj. Then,0 � jqj � m.

We distinguish six cases about the sign ofq and the position of the burst
(x0  x) in pw0spw1su.

Case 1: q = 0 and the burst occurs before the factorw1 of
pw0spw1su; that is, jz1xj � jpw0spj andpw0sp results inpv0sp,
which implies thatv0=w0, aspCsp is in Umbbb� , and

(v1s � � � pvdsy w1su)2:

Hence, also(pv1s � � � pvdsy pw1su)2, as required.
Case 2: q = 0 and the burst affects the factorw1 of pw0spw1su;

that is,jz1xj > jpw0spj. Moreover, asjxj � m andjz1j < jpw0sj and
jspj > m, we have thatx is of the forms2px1 andx0 is of the form
s2py1, for some prefixx1 of w1 and for some prefixy1 of v1 and for
some suffixs2 of s. Now as there are no errors inz2, it follows that the
codewordsv1 andw1 differ in at mostjx1j symbols. Hence,w1 = v1
which implies thatx1 = y1. This, however, contradicts the fact that
x 6= x0.

In the next four cases we assumejqj 6= 0. Then,sp = x1u1 = u2x2
for some wordsx1; x2; u1; u2 such thatjx1j = jx2j = jqj andju1j =
ju2j = jspj � jqj. Asper(sp) > jqj, it follows thatu1 6= u2. Letk be
the largest position ofu1 andu2 such thatu1[k] 6= u2[k].

Case 3: q < 0 and the burst occurs before the positionjqj + k of
the factorsp = x1u1 of pw0spw1su; that is,

jz1xj � jpw0x1u1[1 � � � k � 1]j:

In this case,pw0x1u1[1 � � � k�1] results in the prefixpv0u2[1 � � � k�1]
of pv0s � � � pvdsy and the next symbolu1[k] results inu2[k] with no
errors. This contradicts the fact thatu1[k] 6= u2[k].

Case 4: q < 0 and the burst contains the positionjqj + k of the
factorsp = x1u1 of pw0spw1su; that is,

jz1xj � jpw0x1u1[1 � � � k]j:

In this case, there can be no error in the prefixx1u1[1 � � � k] of the
secondsp in pw0spw1sp. Then,pw0spw1x1 results inpv0spv1 and
the nextk symbolsu1[1 � � � k] result in the prefixu2[1 � � � k] of spwith
no errors. This contradicts the fact thatu1[k] 6= u2[k].

Case 5: q > 0 and the burst occurs before the positionk of sp =
u2x2; that is,

jz1xj � jpw0u2[1 � � � k � 1]j:

In this case,pw0u2[1 � � � k�1] results in the prefixpv0x1u1[1 � � � k�1]
of pv0s � � � pvdsy and the next symbolu2[k] results inu1[k] with no
errors. This contradicts the fact thatu1[k] 6= u2[k].

Case 6: q > 0 and the burst contains the positionk of the factor
sp = u2x2 of pw0spw1su; that is,

jz1xj � jpw0u2[1 � � � k]j:

In this case, there can be no error in the prefixu2[1 � � � k] of the second
sp in pw0spw1sp. Then,pw0spw1 results inpv0spv1x1 and the nextk
symbolsu2[1 � � � k] result in the suffixu1[1 � � � k] of sp with no errors.
This contradicts the fact thatu1[k] 6= u2[k].

For burst-error specifications, Propositions 3 and 4 provide a com-
plete characterization of the structure of their uniform error-detectors.
Moreover, it is possible to characterize precisely all such error-detec-
tors (p; s) having optimal redundancy. Indeed, Proposition 3 implies
thatm + 1 is the smallest value ofjpj + jsj and this value is possible
whenper(sp) � m+1. But, asper(sp) � jspj, it follows that(p; s)
is an error-detector with optimal redundancy whenjspj = per(sp).
This condition is equivalent to the constraint that the wordsp is unbor-
dered [4] (or self-uncorrelated [14]):no proper and nonempty prefix
of sp is also a suffix ofsp. It turns out that there are many unbordered
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words even for binary alphabets: about 27% of all binary words are un-
bordered, and this quantity increases for larger alphabets [13]. For ex-
ample, the words071 and02120101 are unbordered and, therefore, the
pairs(1; 07) and(120101; 02) are uniform7bbb� -detectors with delay
at most2 and offset1 for every error type� . We summarize the pre-
ceding remarks as follows.

Corollary 1: Letmbbb� be a burst-error specification. A pair of words
(p; s) is a uniformmbbb� -detector with optimal redundancy if and only
if jspj = m + 1 and the wordsp is unbordered.

The next result concerns the question of whether an error-detector
with optimal redundancy can have offset0—the proof can be found in
the Appendix.

Proposition 5: Letmbbb� be a burst-error specification containing at
least two different basic error types and such thatmbbb� 6= 1bbb(�� �). If
(p; s) is an error-detector formbbb� with redundancym+1, then(p; s)
has offset greater than zero.

Consider an error type� that permits insertion errors. In [7], it is
shown that there exists no coded language that is error-detecting with
delay0 for any SID channel of the form�sss(m; `). The argument used
for proving this statement can also be repeated for channels of the form
�bbb(m; `). On the other hand, for an error type� in f�; (� � �)g it is
possible to definembbb� -detectors with delay0. In fact, we obtain a pre-
cise characterization of all those error-detectors which shows that the
process of choosing a pair(p; s) from a wordw = sp is important
when it comes to the delay of(p; s) as an error-detector. This obser-
vation follows also from Proposition 4, where an emptyp ensures that
(p; s) has delay1.

Lemma 6: Let mbbb� be a burst-error specification and let` be an
integer greater thanm. For every(z  w) in the channel�bbb(m; `)
one has that

jwj � jzj � mbjwj=(`� 1 +m)c+minfm; jwj%(`� 1 +m)g

where jwj%(` � 1 + m) is the remainder of the integer division
jwj=(` � 1 + m).

Proposition 6: Let � be an error type inf�; (� � �)g. A pair of
words(p; s) is a uniform error-detector formbbb� with delay0 and offset
1 if and only if s 2 X�a andp 2 (X n fag)mX� for some symbol
a 2 X.

Proof: First we consider the “if” part. Assume thats 2 X�a and
p 2 (X n fag)mX�, and consider a codeC in Umbbb� and the channel
 = �bbb(m; `C + jspj + 1). We show that(pCs)� is error detecting
for  with delay0. For this, suppose(pv0sy  pw0su) 2 , where
v0; w0 2 C, y 2 X�, andu 2 (pCs)�. Then,pw0s results in a prefix
z0 of pv0sy andu results in the wordz with z0z = pv0sy; therefore,
(z  u) 2 . If jz0j = jpw0sj, thenz = y andz0 = pv0s which
implies that(y  u) is in  and thatpv0s = pw0s asC is inUmbbb�. In
this case, we are done. Now assume thatjz0j < jpw0sj. Then a burst of
errors affectspw0s and there ared = jpw0sj� jz0j deletions inpw0s.
Moreover,u = pw1su

0 for somew1 in C andu0 2 (pCs)�. Now
pv0s can be written asz0z1 such thatjz1j = d andz1 obtains from
some prefix ofpw1s. In particular,z1[d], the last symbol ofz1, obtains
from some symbolp[i] 2 X n fag of p for somei in f1; . . . ; mg.
Moreover, it follows thatz1 obtains fromp[1 � � � i] through. If � = �,
thenz1[d] = p[i] which is impossible and the “if” part is complete for
the case where� = �. So suppose that� = (� � �) and thatp[i] is
substituted witha = z1[d].

First we argue that there is only one burst of errors inpw0sp[1 � � � i].
Indeed, if there are two bursts then there will be at least`C + jspj
symbols ofpw0sp[1 � � � i] between the bursts and, therefore, the first
burst would occur in some prefixp[1 � � � i1] of p, wherei > i1 � d.

Moreover, the second burst would occur after the prefixp[1 � � � i1] of
p[1 � � � i]. But then the last symbola of pv0s would be equal to the
symbolp[d] of p[1 � � � i1] which is impossible. Hence, only one burst
of (� � �) errors occurs inpw0sp[1 � � � i] such that the last symbol of
p[1 � � � i] is substituted witha = z1[d]. The beginning of the burst will
be at or after the positionjpj+ `C �m+2 of pw0 which implies that
v0 differs fromw0 in at mostm � 2 consecutive symbols. Hence, as
C is in Umbbb�, it follows thatpw0s = pv0s. It remains to show that
(y  u) is in .

Consider in more detail the first burst, say

(u01z1u
0
2  u1p[1 � � � i]u2)

that occurs inpw0spw1su
0 to get z0z1y, such thatpw0s = xu1

for some wordx, z0 = xu01, p[i + 1 � � � jpj]w1su
0 = u2x2 for

some wordx2, andy 2 u02X
� with (y  u2x2) 2 . Then, also

(y  p[1 � � � i]u2x2) is in  by deleting the prefixp[1 � � � i] of
p[1 � � � i]u2x2 and keeping the rest of the error bursts that existed
in u2x2. Note that this is possible since thei deletions required for
that already existed in the part(u01z1  u1p[1 � � � i]) of the burst
(u01z1u

0
2  u1p[1 � � � i]u2)—recall thed deletions inu1 and the

jp[1 � � � i]j � jz1j deletions inp[1 � � � i] to obtainz1. Hence, the “if”
part is complete when we recall thatu = p[1 � � � i]u2x2.

We turn now to the “only if” part. Assume that(p; s) is a uniform
error-detector formbbb� with delay0 and offset1. Then, jspj > m
by Proposition 3. Suppose it is not the case thats 2 X�a andp 2
(Xnfag)mX�. We distinguish three cases. In the first case,s = �. Let
y = p[1 � � �m] and letC = fyz; zyg, wherez is any word of lengthm
differing fromy in all positions; thenC is inUmbbb�. Now it is the case
that(pzyp[m + 1 � � � jpj]yz  pyzpyz) is in �bbb(m; `C + jspj + 1)
by deleting the wordy in pyzpyz, which implies thatpyz = pzy; a
contradiction.

In the second case,s = s1a, for some words1, and jpj � m,
but p is of the form p1ap2 with jp1j < m. Let C be any code
in Umbbb� with `C = 2mjspj � jspj + m + jp1j, and let v be
any word inC. The word (pvs)2jspj+3 is in (pCs)� and can be
written as (pvs1a)(p1ap2vs)p1z, where z = ap2vs(pvs)

2jspj.
Then, z can be written asz1 � � � z2jspjy such that jyj = m
and eachzi is of length m + `C + jspj. Now consider the
word (pvs1a)p2vsp1z

0 such that (pvs1a)p2vsp1 obtains from
(pvs1a)(p1ap2vs)p1 by deleting the wordap1 and z0 obtains
from z1 � � � z2jspjy by deleting the suffixy and the prefix of length
m of every zi. Then, jzj � jz0j = (2jspj + 1)m. Moreover, it
follows that ((pvs1a)p2vsp1z0  (pvs1a)(p1ap2vs)p1z) is in
the channel�bbb(m; `C + jspj + 1) and the assumption about(p; s)
implies that(p2vsp1z0  p1ap2vsp1z) is also in the channel. Let
w = p1ap2vsp1z. By Lemma 6

jwj � jp2vsp1z
0j

� mbjwj=(`C + jspj+m)c+minfm; jwj%(`C + jspj+m)g

which gives

1 + jp1j+ jzj � jz
0j � m(2jspj+ 1) + jp1j:

This is impossible, however, when we recall thatjzj�jz0j=m(2jspj+1).
In the third case,s = s1a, for some words1, andjpj < m. This

case can be eliminated by considering the code

C = fa` ; a` �(m+1)bm+1g

in Umbbb�, with `C = 2jsjm+m� jsj andb 2 X n fag, and the word
(pa` s)2jsj+3 and then continuing as in the second case. We leave the
details to the reader.
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V. THE CASE OFSCATTERED ERRORS

Our first result gives a set of error-detectors formsss� , for any error
type� . Then, we show that, for� 2 f�; �; (���); (�� �)g, the result
can be improved in terms of the redundancy of the error-detectors.

Proposition 7: Let msss� be a scattered-error specification and
let (p; s) be a pair of words. Ifp 2 umX�, for some wordu with
per(u) > m, then(p; s) is a uniform error-detector formsss� with
delay1 and offsetmjuj.

Proof: Assumep = umx for some wordx and consider a code
C in Umsss� . Let

 = �sss(m; `C + jspj+mjuj)

and take any(pv1sumxv2sy  pw1su
mxw2su) in , wherev1; v2;

w1; w2 2 C andy 2 X� andu 2 (pCs)�. We need to show that
v1 = w1 and(umxv2sy  umxw2su) 2 . We agree to writeui
for theith factoru of um, wherei 2 f1; . . . ; mg. Suppose thatpw1s
results in some wordz1, eachui results in some wordu0i, andxw2su
results in some wordz2 such thatz1u01 � � �u

0

mz2 = pv1su
mxv2sy. If

jz1j = jpv1sj, thenz1 = pv1s and we are done. So assume thatd � 1,
whered = kz1j � jpv1sk; then, at leastd errors occur inpw1s and,
therefore,d � m. Moreover, there isk 2 f1; . . . ; mg such that there
is no error inuk, namely,u0k = uk, and there are at mostm�d errors in
u1 � � �uk�1. Then,z1u01 � � �u

0

k�1u
0

k obtains frompw1su1 � � �uk�1uk
and

jpw1su1 � � �uk�1ukj �m � jz1u
0

1 � � �u
0

k�1u
0

kj

� jpw1su1 � � �uk�1ukj+m:

At the same time, as the wordz1u01 � � �u
0

k�1u
0

k is a prefix of
the word pv1su1 � � �ukxv2sy, it follows that u0k is a factor of
pv1su1 � � � ukxv2sy such that, eitheru0k begins in the factoruk
of the word pv1su1 � � �ukxv2sy (when jz1u01 � � �u

0

k�1u
0

kj �
jpw1su1 � � � uk�1ukj), or u0k ends in the factoruk of the
word pv1su1 � � �ukxv2sy (when jz1u

0

1 � � �u
0

k�1u
0

kj �
jpw1su1 � � � uk�1ukj). In either case, asu0k = uk = u and the
period ofu is greater thanm, it follows that the factoru0k coincides
with the factoruk; therefore,

jz1u
0

1 � � �u
0

k�1u
0

kj = jpv1su1 � � � uk�1ukj:

This implies that

(uk+1 � � �umxv2sy  uk+1 � � �umxw2su) 2 

and

(pv1su1 � � �uk  pw1su1 � � � uk) 2 :

The former relation gives(umxv2sy  umxw2su) 2  and the latter
one implies thatpv1su1 � � � uk obtains frompw1su1 � � �uk using at
mostmsss� . Moreover, Lemma 2 implies thatv1 obtains fromw1 using
at mostmsss� and, therefore,v1 = w1.

The preceding statement allows us to define various error-detectors
for any scattered-error specification. The most efficient error-detectors
based on this method are those of the form(um; �), whereu is an
unbordered word of lengthm + 1.

In [7], it is shown that the coded language(0mX`�2m�11)� is error
detecting for�sss(m; `) with delay0, and for�sss(m; `) with delay1.
With the terminology of the present correspondence, it follows that the
pair(0m; 1) is a uniformmsss�-detector with delay0 and offsetm, and a
uniformmsss�-detector with delay1 and offsetm. Moreover, by Propo-
sition 3,(0m; 1) is an error-detector with optimal redundancy. Unlike
the case of burst error-detectors, where the offset can be independent
of m, the offsetm of (0m; 1) cannot be improved.

Proposition 8: If the pair(0m; 1) is a uniformmsss�-detector with
delay0 and offsett, thent � m.

Proof: For the sake of contradiction assume that the offsett < m
and consider the codeC = fw1; w2; w3g, wherew1 = 0m(10)k,
w2=0m�1(10)k1,w3=12k+m, k=1+bm=2c. Then,C2Um. Now
consider the words0mw110

mw31 and0m�1w11w31. Then,

(0m�1w11w31 0mw110
mw31) 2 �sss(m; `C +m+ 1 + t):

Moreover, as0m�1w11w31 2 0mw21X
� and(0m; 1) has delay0, it

follows thatw2 = w1 which is impossible.

Before we present uniform error-detectors for(� � �) and(� � �),
we establish certain notation and utility results some of which are of
interest in their own right.

Every nonempty wordw can be written in the forman1 an2 � � � a
n

r ,
wherer andn1; . . . ; nr are positive integers,a1; . . . ; ar 2 X, and
ai 6= ai+1 for all i 2 f1; . . . ; r � 1g. In this case, each factoran

i

of w is called arun. We use the symbolwhii to denote theith run of
w. Now letr; n be positive integers withr � 2. An (r; n)-alternating
word is a wordw of the forman1a

n

2 � � � a
n

r , wherewhii = ani for all
i 2 f1; . . . ; rg. In the sequel, when we use the term(r; n)-alternating
word we assume without mention thatr andn are positive integers with
r � 2.

Lemma 7: Assume thatX = f0; 1g andan1 � � � a
n

r is an(r; n)-al-
ternating word. Consider the wordw = an�t1 an2 � � � a

n

r , wheret is a
positive integer witht < n, and suppose that a prefixp of an1 � � � a

n

r

obtains fromw usingk1sss� andk2sss�, for some nonnegative integers
k1 andk2. Then, in obtainingp fromw, the following statements hold
true aboutk1sss� andk2sss�.

1) If fewer than jwhiij errors are used inwhii for every
i = 1; . . . ; r, thenk1 � r � 1.

2) If there is ani 2 f1; . . . ; r�1g such thatjwhiij errors are used
in whii, thenk1 + k2 � 2n � t.

Proposition 9: AssumeX = f0; 1g and letk be a nonnegative
integer. Letu be an(r; n)-alternating word and letv be a proper and
nonempty suffix ofu.

1) If a prefix ofu obtains fromv usingksss(���), thenk � minfr�
1; 2n � (juj � jvj)g:

2) If v obtains from a prefix ofu usingksss(���), thenk � minfr�
1; 2n � (juj � jvj)g:

Proposition 10: AssumeX = f0; 1g and letk be a nonnegative
integer. Letv be a nonempty word and letu be an(r; n)-alternating
word.

1) If a prefix of vu obtains fromu usingksss(� � �), thenk �
minfr � 1; 2n � jvjg.

2) If u obtains from a prefix ofvu usingksss(� � �), thenk �
minfr � 1; 2n � jvjg.

Proposition 11: Let m be a positive integer, letn = bm=2c + 1,
and assumeX = f0; 1g. For any(r; n)-alternating wordan1 � � � a

n

r

the following statements hold true.

1) If r � m+1, then(�; an1 � � � a
n

r ) is a uniform error-detector for
msss(� � �) with delay1 and offset2n2.

2) If r � 2n + 1, then(�; an1 � � � a
n

r ) is a uniform error-detector
for msss(� � �) with delay1 and offset0.

Proof: We prove both statements simultaneously. Moreover, we
only consider the case wherem � 2 and, therefore,n � 2. One can
verify that the claim also holds form = 1. Let C be any code in
Umsss� , let s = an1 � � � a

n

r , and let = (� � �)sss(m; `C + jsj + t),
wheret = 2n2 if r = 2n, and t = 0 if r � 2n + 1. Suppose
(v1sv2sy  w1sw2su) 2  for some wordsv1; v2; w1; w2 2 C
andy 2 X� andu 2 (Cs)�. We need to show thatv1 = w1 and
(v2sy  w2su) 2 . If there are no errors inw1s, then we are done.
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If there are only substitution errors inw1s, then they all occur inw1

and, therefore,v1 obtains fromw1 using up tom substitutions which
contradicts the fact thatC 2 Umsss� . Now assume there is at least one
deletion inw1s. In particular letd1 be the number of deletions inw1,
let d2 be the number of deletions in the firsts of w1sw2s, and letd3
be the number of deletions inw2. Thend1 + d2 � 1.

If d1 � 1, thenw1 results in a prefix of length̀C � d1 of v1 ands
results in a prefix ofxs, wherex is the suffix of lengthd1 of v1. Then
there are at leastminfr�1; 2n�jxjg � minfm; 2n�d1g errors ins
and, therefore, at leastd1+minfm; 2n�d1g errors inw1swhich is of
length`C+ jsj. This is a contradiction, however, as2n > m. So in the
rest of the proof we assume thatd1 = 0 andd2 � 1; then,d2+d3 � m.
Also,w1sw2 results in a prefix of length̀C + jsj + `C � (d2 + d3)
of v1sv2 and the seconds of w1sw2s results in a prefix ofxs, where
x is the suffix of lengthd2 + d3 of v1sv2. Then, there are at least
2n � jxj = 2n � (d2 + d3) errors in the seconds which gives at
leastm + 1 errors insw2s whose length is̀C + jsj + jsj. Then a
contradiction arises whenr = 2n andt = 2n2, and the first statement
is proved. So in the sequel we assume thatr � 2n+ 1 andt = 0; that
is, the channel is (�� �)sss(m; `C+ jsj). Consider the runshii = ani
of s containing the first of thed2 deletions.

Letw be the wordani a
n

i+1 � � � a
n

rw2a
n

1 � � � a
n

i�1; thenjwj = `C+jsj
andw results in a prefix of the wordani a

n

i+1 � � � a
n

r v2a
n

1 � � � a
n

i�1 using
ksss(� � �), for some integerk with d2 + d3 � k < 2n. We shall
show that our assumptions lead to a contradiction. First note that the
word z = an�1

i
ani+1 � � � a

n

rw2a
n

1 � � � a
n

i�1 obtains fromw using the
first deletion inani and then a prefix ofani � � � a

n

r v2a
n

1 � � � a
n

i�1 obtains
from z using(k � 1)sss(� � �). Hence, ifi � r � 1 then there are at
leastminfr � i; 2n � 1g errors in the prefixan�1

i
ani+1 � � � a

n

r of z.
Also, note thatan1 � � � a

n

i�1 results in a prefix ofvan1 � � � a
n

i�1, wherev
is the suffix of lengthd2 + d3 of v2; that is,jvj = d2 + d3. Hence,
if i � 3, there are at leastminfi � 2; 2n � (d2 + d3)g errors in the
suffix an1 � � � a

n

i�1 of z.
If i � 2, thenk � 1 � minfr � 2; 2n � 1g which implies that

k � 2n; a contradiction. Ifi � 3 andi � 2 � 2n � (d2 + d3), then
k � (d2+d3)+2n�(d2+d3)which is a contradiction. Finally, ifi � 3
andi�2 < 2n�(d2+d3), thenk�1 � minfr�i; 2n+1g+(i�2)
which implies thatk � 2n; a contradiction.

Using similar arguments as above, one can verify that also the fol-
lowing statement holds true.

Proposition 12: Let m be a positive integer, letn = bm=2c + 1,
and assumeX = f0; 1g. For any(r; n)-alternating wordan1 � � � a

n

r ,
we have the following statements.

1) If r � m+1, then(�; an1 � � � a
n

r ) is a uniform error-detector for
msss(� � �) with delay1 and offset2n2.

2) If r � 2n + 1, then(�; an1 � � � a
n

r ) is a uniform error-detector
for msss(� � �) with delay1 and offset0.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have presented an analysis of the method of separators for de-
tecting synchronization (and substitution) errors in the messages of a
coded language. For the case of burst errors, we were able to obtain a
simple necessary and sufficient condition on the structure of the sep-
arators. It would be interesting to find such a condition on separators
that detect scattered errors as well. This would allow us to evaluate the
various separators for scattered errors designed in the correspondence.
We note that this question is related to the problem of frame synchro-
nization in the presence of scattered substitution errors—see [15] for
details.

Regarding separators for error correction [1], it is straightforward to
define the parameters of redundancy and offset as in this correspon-
dence. On the other hand, the parameter of delay should be defined

with some care as the definition of “error correction with finite delay”
given in [1] involves automata with output (finite-state machines). If
we ignore that parameter for now, the results of [1] on “error-correc-
tors” (separators for error correction) can be rephrased as follows.

1) The pair(0m; 1m) is a uniform error-corrector formsss� with
redundancy2m and offset1.

2) The pair(�; 1m0m) is a uniform error-corrector formsss� with
redundancy2m and offset2m.

3) The pair(�; (1m+10m+1)m+11m) is a uniform error-corrector
for msss(� � � � �) and for msss(� � �) with redundancy
2(m+ 1)2 +m and offset2(m+ 1)2 +m.

If we ignore lower order terms, it follows that, for the same error spec-
ification, Levenshtein’s error-correctors are twice as long as the error-
detectors designed here. Intuitively, this observation is consistent with
the view that the amount of redundancy for error correction is (roughly)
twice the amount for error detection.

APPENDIX

This appendix contains the proofs of several lemmas and proposi-
tions.

Proof of Lemma 1:The “only if” part is obvious. For the “if” part,
first assume that� 2 f(� � �); (� � �)g. Then the statement follows
easily when we note that, ifv0 obtains fromv using at mostmxxx� , only
substitution errors can occur inv. Now assume that� 2 f(���); (��
� � �)g; thenxxx = bbb andv = pus andv0 = pu0s such that(u0  u)
is in Bm(�). As jvj = jv0j, one has thatjuj = ju0j which implies
thatD�(v; v

0) � m and, therefore,(u0  u) is inBm(�). Hence,v0

obtains fromv using at mostmxxx�.

Proof of Lemma 2: If v = v0 then the statement is obvious. So
assumev 6= v0; then� =2 f�; �g and, either� = � or � contains at
least two different error types. Ifmxxx� is other thanmsss(� � �) and
msss(� � � � �), then the statement follows easily from Lemma 1. If
mxxx� is either ofmsss(� � �) andmsss(� � � � �), then the statement
follows from the fact thatD� (v; v

0) = D� (pvs; pv
0s) [1].

Proof of Lemma 3:For the first claim, we writeu in the formxy for
some wordsx andy with jxj = ju0j. Then the claim follows when we
note thatu0 obtains fromu by deletingy and substitutingD�(u

0; x)
symbols inx. For the second claim, if no deletions are used to obtain
u0 from u then we are done. If at least one deletion is used then there
must be at least two insertions inu—so thatju0j > juj—and, therefore,
ju0j� juj � m�2. In this case,u0 can be written asxy with jxj = juj
andjyj � m�2. Then the claim follows when we note thatu0 obtains
from u by substitutingD�(u; x) symbols inu and then insertingy at
the end.

For the last claim, letX = f0; 1g and letk � m be such thatu0

obtains fromu usingksss(�����). Without loss of generality, suppose
u[1] = 0. First assume that, for alli = 1; . . . ; juj, u0[i] 6= u[i] and
u0[i + 1] 6= u[i]. Then it follows thatu = 0juj andu0 = 1juj+1.
In this case, to obtainu0 from u, all symbols ofu must be deleted
or substituted and at least a1 must be inserted. Hence,k � juj + 1
which impliesjuj < m. Then,u0 obtains fromu by substitutinguwith
1juj and inserting a1 at the end. Therefore,u0 obtains fromu using at
mostmsss(�� �). Now assume that there isi 2 f1; . . . ; jujg such that
u0[i] = u[i] or u0[i + 1] = u[i]. In the former case, supposei is the
smallest with this property. Then,u0 can be written asu01u[i]u

0
2 andu

asu1u[i]u2 such thatju01j = ju1j andD�(u
0
1; u1) = ju1j. In the latter

case, supposei is the largest with the propertyu0[i+ 1] = u[i]. Then,
u0 can be written asu01u[i]u

0
2 andu asu1u[i]u2 such thatju02j = ju2j

andD�(u
0
2; u2) = ju2j. In either case,u0 obtains fromu using at most

(ju1j+ ju2j)sss� and then1sss�, which proves the claim.
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Proof of Proposition 2: Assume that

Bm(� � �� �) = Bm(� � �) [Bm(� � �):

First, we show thatm � 4. Indeed, supposem � 5. Then there are
positive integersq and r such thatm = 3q + r and r � 2q (for
example,q = 1 andr = m � 3). Consider the wordsu = 0q+r1q0q

andu0 = 12q+r0q+r1q. Then,juj = m, ju0j = juj + q + r, and
u0 obtains fromu using(2q + r)sss� andqsss�; therefore,(u0  u) 2
Bm(�� �� �). Suppose now thatu0 obtains fromu usingksss(�� �),
for some integerk with q + r � k � m. Then alsou obtains from
u0 usingksss(� � �) which implies that there is a wordz such thatz
obtains fromu0 using(q + r)sss� andu obtains fromz using(k � q �
r)sss�—see [6] for instance. Then,z is of the form12q+r�i0q+r�j1q�t

for some nonnegative integersi; j; t with t � q and i + j + t =
q + r. By distinguishing two cases depending on whetherj1q0qj �
j0q+r�j1q�tj, it follows thatD�(z; u) > 2q; therefore,k > q + r +
2q = m which is a contradiction. Hence,m � 4. To complete the
“only if” part we need to show that, ifm 2 f3; 4g, thenX must be
f0; 1g. For the sake of contradiction, suppose there is a symbola 2
X n f0; 1g and consider the wordsu = 01am�2 andu0 = 1a0m�1,
with m 2 f3; 4g. Then,u0 obtains fromu usingmsss(�� �� �) butu
cannot obtain fromu0 using at mostmsss(� � �); therefore,u0 cannot
obtain fromu using at mostmsss(� � �).

For the converse, we note first that, obviously

Bm(� � �) [Bm(� � �) � Bm(� � �� �):

For the reverse inclusion, let(u0  u) 2 Bm(�� �� �) and consider
the following cases.

Case 1: m = 1. One verifies by inspection that(u0  u) 2
B1(� � �) [ B1(� � �).

Case 2: m = 2. In this case,2m � 2 = 2 and it follows from
Proposition 1 that(u0  u) 2 B2(� � �) [ B2(� � �).

Case 3: m = 3 andX = f0; 1g. We use Lemma 3. Ifju0j � juj
then(u0  u) 2 Bm(� � �). If ju0j > juj there are two subcases.
If no deletions are used to obtainu0 from u then clearly(u0  u) 2
Bm(� � �). If a deletion is used in obtainingu0 from u then ju0j =
juj + 1 and, therefore,(u0  u) 2 Bm(� � �).

Case 4: m = 4 andX = f0; 1g. We use again Lemma 3. Ifju0j �
juj then(u0  u) 2 Bm(���). So assumeju0j > juj. If ju0j = juj+1
then we are done as in Case 3. Ifju0j > juj+ 1 then, asjuj � m = 4,
it follows that ju0j = juj + 2. If no deletion is used inu then we are
done. If a deletion is used inu then it is the only one and there are also
exactly three insertions to obtainu0. Hence,u0 obtains fromu using
3sss� and1sss�. Then, using a long case distinction, one can verify that
again(u0  u) 2 Bm(� � �).

Proof of Proposition 5: The assumptions aboutmbbb� imply that �
is in f(� � �); (� � �); (� � �); (� � � � �)g. Assume that(p; s)
is anmbbb� -detector with redundancym+ 1, offset0, and delayd, for
some nonnegative integerd. We shall obtain a contradiction by con-
structing a codeC 2 Umbbb� such that(pCs)� is not error detecting for
�bbb(m; `C + jpsj) with delayd. First, write the wordsp in the form
axb, for somea; b 2 X andx 2 X�, and letC = fxby; yaxg, where
y = 1m0m1m. Then,C is error detecting for�bbb(m; `C) and, there-
fore,C 2 Umbbb� . Now letw be the word(pxbys)d+3 if � contains�,
or (pyaxs)d+3 otherwise; then

w = pxby(axb)xby(axb)(xby(axb))dxbys

or

w = pyax(axb)yax(axb)(yax(axb))dyaxs:

Consider also the wordz =

pxby(a)xby(axa)(xby(axa))dxbys; if � contains�

pyax(axbxb)yax(bxb)(yax(bxb))dyaxs; otherwise.

Then,z is equal to either

(pxbys)(pyaxs)(pyaxs)dpys

or

(pyaxs)(pxbys)(pxbys)dpxbyaxs:

If � contains�, thenz obtains fromw by deleting the suffixxb in the
prefix pxbyaxb of w, and then by transformingd + 1 b’s in w to a’s
using the errors permitted. If� does not contain�, thenz obtains from
w by inserting the wordxb at the end of the prefixpyaxa of w, and
then by transformingd + 1a’s in w to b’s using the errors permitted.
In either case, it follows that(z  w) 2 �bbb(m; `C +m + 1) which
implies thatpyaxs = pxbys; a contradiction.

Proof of Lemma 6:Let q = bjwj=(` � 1 + m)c. Thenw can be
written asw1 � � �wqx with jxj = jwj%(` � 1 +m) andjwij = ` �
1 +m. Also z can be written asw0

1 � � �w
0

qx
0 such that(x0  x) and

every(w0

i  wi) are in the channel. Asjwij = `� 1+m and` > m,
in eachwi either there are at most two bursts of errors, or three bursts
of errors that involve only insertions—the latter case is possible only
when` = m + 1. It follows then that the number of deleted symbols
in the burst(s) is at mostm and, therefore,jwij � jw

0

ij � m. Now for
the wordx we have two cases. Ifjxj � m then at mostjxj symbols
can be deleted inx and, therefore,jxj � jx0j � jxj. If jxj > m then,
asjxj < `� 1 +m, one can use the same argument as above to infer
thatjxj � jx0j � m. In either case,jxj � jx0j � minfjxj; mg. Hence,
jwj � jzj � qm+minfjxj; mg as required.

Proof of Lemma 7:For the first statement, note first that there is a
word y such thaty obtains fromw usingk2sss� andp obtains fromy
usingk1sss�. Then,y is of the forman�s1 an�s2 � � � an�sr , where each
si is a nonnegative integer withsi < n andn � s1 � n � t. Then,
to getp from y usingk1sss�, consider the fact that at least one symbol
from each run ofy will appear inp with no error. It follows then that
at least the first symbol of each runyhii, with i 2 f2; . . . ; rg, will be
substituted. Hence,k1 � r � 1.

For the second statement, there is a wordy such thaty obtains from
w using jwhiij errors inwhii andp obtains fromy using(k1+k2�
jwhiij)sss(� � �). If i = 1, thenwhii = an�t1 results inas2, for some
s2f0; . . . ; n�tg; therefore,y begins with a prefix of the formas2a

n
2 .

As a1 6= a2, obtainingp from y requires at leastn errors inas2a
n
2 .

Hence,k1+k2�(n�t)+n=2n�t. If i�2 thenwhii=ani andy will
contain a factor of the forman�ti�1 a

s
i�1a

n
i�1, whereasi�1 results from

whii ands2f0; . . . ; ng. Thus, to getp from y at leastn�t+s errors
are needed in the factora2n�t+si�1 of y. Hence,k1+k2�2n�t.

Proof of Proposition 9: Assumeu = pv with p; v 6= �. For the
first part, suppose thatv results in a prefix ofu usingksss(� � �). If
2n � juj � jvj we are done. So assumejuj � jvj < 2n. If juj � jvj =
n + t, for some integert with 0 � t < n, thenv = an�t2 an3 � � � a

n
r

results in a prefix ofan1 � � � a
n
r usingksss(� � �). But, asa1 6= a2,

there must ben� t errors in the prefixan�t2 of v. Hence,k � n� t =
2n�(n+t)as required. Now assumejuj�jvj = twith t < n; thenv =
an�t1 an2 � � � a

n
r results in a prefix ofan1 � � � a

n
r usingk1sss� andk2sss�,

wherek1 + k2 = k. We consider three cases. In the first case, no run
vhii of v hasjvhiij errors. Then,k1 � r�1which impliesk � r�1 as
required. In the second case, some runvhii, with i 2 f1; . . . ; r� 1g,
hasjvhiij errors. Then,k � 2n� t as required. In the third case, there
arejvhnij errors in the last runanr of v and, therefore,k � n. If r = 2
we are done. Ifr � 3 then note that the wordan�t1 an2 � � � a

n
r�1 results

in a prefix ofan1 a
n
2 � � � a

n
r�1 using(k�n)sss(���) and, by Lemma 7, it

follows thatk�n � minfr�2; n�tg. Hence,k � minfr�1; 2n�tg
as required.

For the second part, assume thatv results from a prefix ofu using
ksss(�� �). Then the prefix ofu results fromv usingksss(�� �) and the
claim follows from the first part.
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Proof of Proposition 10: We only show the first part; the second part
follows easily as in the previous proposition. Ifu results in a prefix of
v then at leastjuj � jvj deletions must be used inu; therefore,k �
2n � jvj as required. So assume thatu results invp, wherep is a
nonempty prefix ofu. Then, there is a prefixx of u, with jxj � jvj,
such thatv obtains fromx usingk1sss(���), andp obtains fromy using
k2sss(� � �), wherek1 + k2 = k andy is such thatu = xy. As there
must be exactlyjxj � jvj deletions injxj, we have thatk1 � jxj � jvj.
If jxj � 2n then we are done. So assumejxj < 2n. If jxj = n + t
with 0 � t < n thenx = an1a

t

2 and y = an�t
2

an3 � � � a
n

r which
results in a prefix ofan1 � � � a

n

r . Then, asa1 6= a2, there must ben� t
errors in the prefixan�t

2
of y and, therefore,k2 � n � t. Hence,

k1+k2 � 2n�jvj as required. Now assumejxj < n. Then,x = a
jxj
1

,
y = a

n�jxj
1

an2 � � � a
n

r , and a prefix ofan1 � � � a
n

r obtains fromy using
k2sss(� � �). This implies thatk2 � minfr � 1; 2n� jxjg, which, in
turn, implies thatk1 + k2 � minfr � 1; 2n� jvjg as required.
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Hit Statistics in FH-CDMA Unslotted Packet Networks

Khairi Ashour Hamdi, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This correspondence is concerned with the statistical depen-
dence of hits due to multiple-access interference in the time-unslotted fre-
quency-hopping (FH) packet networks. Relying on the technique of joint
probability generating functions (PGFs), we give a formal proof that if the
ratio of the number of interfering packets to the number of frequency slots

is held constant, hits due to multiple-access interference are asymp-
totically independent as . We also derive expressions for the cor-
relation coefficients of hits in the packet.

Index Terms—Frequency hopping (FH), packet code-division multiple
access (CDMA), packet radio networks, spread-spectrum communication
systems, unslotted multiple access.

I. INTRODUCTION

This correspondence is concerned with the statistical dependence
of hits due to multiple-access interference in thetime-unslottedfre-
quency-hopping (FH) packet networks. One of the known key results
on FH systems is concerned with the asymptotic independence of hits
[1], [2]; if the ratio of the number of interfering packets to the number
of frequency slotsK=q is held constant, hits due to multiple-access in-
terference are asymptotically independent asq ! 1. A formal proof
of this result is known only in the special case of slotted systems [2].
In this correspondence, we give a formal proof of this result in the case
of unslotted systems.

Most of the present research on frequency-hop packet networks has
been restricted to the time-slotted systems in which the packet length
is equal to the slot duration and transmission of the packets can start
only at the beginning of time slots. In this case, a packet transmission
is subjected to a constant number of interfering packets throughout
its duration. In contrast to slotted systems, the number of interfering
transmissions in the unslotted systems changes during the reception
of a packet: some transmissions are started and others are completed
during the interval in which a given terminal is receiving a packet.
This time-varying interference level produces a time-varying hit pat-
terns within the packet. This, together with the fact that hits within the
packet are statistically dependent, causes considerable analytical and
computational difficulties.

Asymptotic interference analysis in the unslotted systems has been
considered, under the Poisson traffic, in [3] and [4]. In [3], Madhow
and Pursley have first developed, based on the distribution of the max-
imum and minimum interference levels over a given packet, upper and
lower bounds on the packet error probability. It has then been shown
that these two bounds converge at high traffic levels to the asymptotic
error probability for the slotted system. Hsu and Li in [4], based on
the results of Chen [5], have shown that the total variation distance of
the distribution of errors in a given packet and a corresponding Poisson
distribution having the same average number of hits, is asymptotically
bounded byA=LwithA being the average number of hits in the packet
andL is the packet length. Ketseoglou and Geraniotis [6] have investi-
gated the joint statistics of hits across several packets experiencing the
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